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Core Competencies Final Reflection  
Name: __________________________________ Date: ____________________________ 

1. For the following statements, you are to choose as many as apply to you such that 
you can provide an example from this group project. 

Example: I can work with others to achieve a common goal; I do my share. I 
believe I do my share because I completed all the tasks that were assigned to me 
by my team leader on time so that others could do their part. A specific example 
of this is: I was in charge of learning the green screen app and testing green 
backgrounds before we started filming and I was able to test more than one green 
background and found that it had to be solid paper rather than construction 
paper. 

a) I can work with others to achieve a common goal; I do my share 

b) I can take on roles and responsibilities in a group 

c) I give, receive and act on feedback 

d) I can represent my learning, and tell how it connects to my experiences and efforts 

e) I am an active listener; I support and encourage the person speaking 
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Please provide two stars and two wishes for this project. It could be related to your work 
as a team, the software you used, how you completed the project, how you organized 
team roles. Stars are areas your group did well, and wishes are what you might do 
differently next time. Answer the wishes honestly, if there is something you wish could 
be different, I will use your reflection as an indication that you are aware it is not as good 
as it could be and then it will not affect your mark as much. 

Your wish cannot be "I wish _______ did their work." The wishes should be about 
the whole group working on the project. 
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